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Dear Dr. Nomura

Thank you for sending us your paper. We sent it for external peer review again.

We hope very much that you will be willing and able to revise your paper as explained below in the
reviewer's comments so that we will be in a better position to understand your study and decide whether
the BMJ is the right journal for it. We are looking forward to reading the revised version and, we hope,
reaching a decision.

When you return your revised manuscript, please note that The BMJ requires an ORCID ID for
corresponding authors of all research articles. If you do not have an ORCID ID, registration is free and
takes a matter of seconds.

Yours sincerely,

Tiago Villanueva
Associate Editor
tvillanueva@bmj.com

To start your revision, please click this link or log in to your account: *** PLEASE NOTE: This is a
two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to confirm. ***

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/bmj?URL_MASK=5490895c6a0c4778915aa521511a0e08

Decision: Put points

First, please revise your paper to respond to all of the comments by the reviewers. Their reports are
available at the end of this letter, below.

In your response please provide, point by point, your replies to the comments made by the reviewers,
explaining how you have dealt with them in the paper.

** Comments from the external peer reviewers**

Reviewer: 1

Recommendation:

Comments:
The authors addressed all my queries accordingly.

Additional Questions:



<strong><em>The BMJ</em> uses compulsory open peer review. Your name and institution will be
included with your comments when they are sent to the authors. If the manuscript is accepted, your
review, name and institution will be published alongside the article.</strong>

If this manuscript is rejected from <em>The BMJ</em>, it may be transferred to another BMJ journal
along with your reviewer comments. If the article is selected for publication in another BMJ journal,
depending on the editorial policy of the journal your review may also be published. You will be contacted
for your permission before this happens.

For more information, please see our <a href="https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-reviewers"
target="_blank">peer review terms and conditions</a>.

<strong>Please confirm that you understand and consent to the above terms and conditions.</strong>:
I consent to the publication of this review

Please enter your name: Daniel Steffens

Job Title: Director

Institution: Surgical Outcomes Research Centre (SOuRCe)

Reimbursement for attending a symposium?: No

A fee for speaking?: No

A fee for organising education?: No

Funds for research?: No

Funds for a member of staff?: No

Fees for consulting?: No

Have you in the past five years been employed by an organisation that may
in any way gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No

Do you hold any stocks or shares in an organisation that may in any way
gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No

If you have any competing interests <a
href="http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-authors/forms-policies-and-checklists/declaration-com
peting-interests" target="_new"> (please see BMJ policy) </a>please declare them here:

<em>BMJ are working with <a href="https://orcid.org/" target="_blank">ORCID</a> to recognise the
importance of the reviewer community. Reviewers are now able to share their activity by connecting
their review to their ORCID account to gain recognition for their contributions.



Only the Journal title will be uploaded into the reviewer’s ORCID record, along with the date the record
was uploaded; there is no identification of the article’s title or authors. Records are uploaded once a
decision (accept, reject, or revision) has been made on the article.</em>

Would you like to be accredited by <a href="https://orcid.org/" target="_blank">ORCID</a> for this
review?: Yes

Reviewer: 2

Recommendation:

Comments:
I’d like to thanks the authors for addressing my comments but I still have some further queries.

1) In the revised text the authors mention the three surgeries were chosen because the number of
female surgeons who performed these surgeries was sufficient for analysis – this is vague.  What
constitutes ‘sufficient’?  Was this some sort of sample size calculation required for the analysis?

2) In the main analysis the authors mention that continuous variable were categorised to account for
non-linear relationships between the variable and outcome.  I mentioned this in my previous comment –
why did you not explore this and show the relationship – you could have used splines or polynomial
regression to account for this non-linearity.  I accept you did what planned to do and do later explore
some of this in the newly added sensitivity analysis

3) However, later on the authors  say non-linear relationship were assumed based on previous research
on the volume-outcome relationship.  This seems less satisfactory – you have data, why don’t you
explore the relationship in your data.

4) Your additional sensitivity analysis are post-hoc analyses which are not described in your protocol –
you should describe them as such.  These analyses become more exploratory.

5) In one of the tables you have a footnote  to suggests that number of surgeons in each category does
not add up to the total number of surgeons in the study population because some surgeons moved to a
higher category (in terms of seniority) during the study period.  So this is clearer why do you not have a
rule and report the highest category achieved in the study timeframe.

6) I would check all tables and results for errors.  E.g. table 2 – you need to specify the number of
surgeries per year is reported as a median and IQR.  I think the last category for the number of
surgeries per year should also be >=50.  Same applied for all other tables.   Report all estimates to a
consistent number of decimal places.

7) I think your Abstract needs to report some of the OR’s and CI’s you found from  the main analysis.  I
wonder if all the OR’s to the analyses performed would also be better in a Table as well as reported in
the text.
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I'd like to thank the authors for addressing my comments.

Additional Questions:
<strong><em>The BMJ</em> uses compulsory open peer review. Your name and institution will be
included with your comments when they are sent to the authors. If the manuscript is accepted, your
review, name and institution will be published alongside the article.</strong>

If this manuscript is rejected from <em>The BMJ</em>, it may be transferred to another BMJ journal
along with your reviewer comments. If the article is selected for publication in another BMJ journal,
depending on the editorial policy of the journal your review may also be published. You will be contacted
for your permission before this happens.

For more information, please see our <a href="https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-reviewers"
target="_blank">peer review terms and conditions</a>.

<strong>Please confirm that you understand and consent to the above terms and conditions.</strong>:
I consent to the publication of this review

Please enter your name: Jamie Kirkham



Job Title: Professor of Biostatistics

Institution: University of Manchester

Reimbursement for attending a symposium?: No

A fee for speaking?: No

A fee for organising education?: No

Funds for research?: No

Funds for a member of staff?: No

Fees for consulting?: No

Have you in the past five years been employed by an organisation that may
in any way gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No

Do you hold any stocks or shares in an organisation that may in any way
gain or lose financially from the publication of this paper?: No

If you have any competing interests <a
href="http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-authors/forms-policies-and-checklists/declaration-com
peting-interests" target="_new"> (please see BMJ policy) </a>please declare them here:

<em>BMJ are working with <a href="https://orcid.org/" target="_blank">ORCID</a> to recognise the
importance of the reviewer community. Reviewers are now able to share their activity by connecting
their review to their ORCID account to gain recognition for their contributions.

Only the Journal title will be uploaded into the reviewer’s ORCID record, along with the date the record
was uploaded; there is no identification of the article’s title or authors. Records are uploaded once a
decision (accept, reject, or revision) has been made on the article.</em>
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